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Paris, France

Acting as a living celebration of its building's past as a textile factory,

Hotel Fabric showcases its original, characterful style through a blend

of traditional architectural style with some newer contemporary

touches. Architect Vincent Bastie worked together with designers

Agnes Louboutin and Patrice Henry to create a unique living space

that will leave a lasting impression on each of its guests.

HOTEL FABRIC

Contemporary Parisian Charm

e details are what make this hotel so magnificent; from the decadently patterned tiles to the exposed brick walls featured in many parts

of the building, Hotel Fabric put a lot of time and effort into perfecting the design and style of their creative accommodation.

e Location

Located in the up and coming 11th district of Paris, Hotel Fabric is slap bang in the middle of the city's old industrial neighbourhood which has plenty of lively bars and restaurants,

designed to fulfil the labourers' work hard play hard lifestyles.

e Rooms

All 33 rooms at Hotel Fabric have an iconic design that aims to create a bright and spacious area that incorporates delicate patterns and fabrics that are inspired by the hotel's

heritage in the textile industry.
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 Location

31 rue de la Folie Mericourt 
Paris - France

(Show on the map)

Head to the hotel's dining area every morning for a traditional French breakfast and a coffee to kickstart your day in the Parisian capital. ere is also an honesty bar there for

when you return from your day of exploring to enjoy an aperitif at your leisure.

Nibbles & Tipples

  

  

God is in the details

REQUEST AVAILABILITY

Make sure you make time for a trip to the in-house spa where you can expect to be completely rejuvenated and free from your troubles in a well-needed, heavenly hour or so.
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REQUEST AVAILABILITY    

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

VIP Offer - A characterful and inspiring stay, Hotel Fabric pays homage to its past as an old textile factory. Located in the up-and-coming 11th district of Paris, expect a
lively atmosphere and a stay in one of 33 iconically-designed rooms. Quote “VIPBB” to enjoy the hotel’s best available rate, complimentary breakfast and flexible
conditions.

Valid all year long.
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